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In a general convention. Eveiy state would be encouraged to
offer its own amendments. The difficulty of agreement would be
greater than it tad been in Philadelphia. If Virginia held out,
the United States might never have a govenHnent If Virginia
consented, it might bring about "one of the iy?o«st fortunate events
that ever happened for human nature***
Henry was a tempest all that day. He introduced a long series
of amendments which if put into effect would have deprived
Congress of important powers and would have reduced the
Supreme Court to the narrowest jurisdiction. And "these must be
"previous"* not ''subsequent** amendments, "I conceive it my
duty," he said, "if this government is adopted before it is
amended, to go home." Later3 in reply to Randolph* Henry said
he had not meant he would leave the convention without voting:
only that, if the convention voted for subsequent amendments,
then he would have no further hand in them. But he spoke at
greater length in reply to Madison.
"He tells you? Henry said, "of important blessings which he
imagines will result to us and mazJdnd in general,, from the
adoption of this system. I see the awful immensity of the dangers
with which it is pregnant 1 see it, I feel it I see beings of a
higher order anxious concerning our decision. When I see be-
yond the horizon that binds human eyes, and look at the final
consummation of ail human things, and see those intelligent
beings which inhabit the setherial mansions, reviewing the
political decisions and revolutions which in the progress of time
will happen in America* and the consequent happiness or misery
of mankind, I am led to believe that much of the account of one
side or the other will depend on what we now decide. Our own
happiness alone is not affected by the event All nations are in-
terested in the detennination* We have it in our power to secure
the happiness of one half of the human race. Its adoption may
involve the misery of the other hemispheres."
While Henry spoke? a storm had been gathering over Rich-
mond And now suddenly, as if those beings in their setherial
mansions were perturbed by the doings in the New Academy,
darkness closed in, with fierce lightning and roaring thunder.
These things, according to the record, "put the house in such
disorder, that Mr. Henry was obliged to conclude.** Nature itself
seemed to confirm and assist the orator.

